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Abstract: It is necessary to take the problem orientation, problem domain, 
theory basis,research method and research significance of this paper into account 
of the abstract. 
Firstly, the problem orientation of this paper could be described with two 
kind of narrations according to the defferences on cultural ground and thinking 
orientation:on the one hand,exploring the commensurable significance between 
liberalism and Zhuxi philosophy in the light of confucianism;on the other 
hand,check out and interpret modern liberalism thought in Zhuxi 
philosophy.According to both research perspectives,two points must be 
clarified:firstly,both of the research perspectives refer to be  comparative 
research in other words dialogue research in the political philosophy 
frame;secondly,both of them refer to regard modernity as significance which is 
being seeked.Meanwhile,it constitute the problem domain of this paper. 
The theory basis of this paper intrinsicly connects the legitimacy and 
rationality,it is the very part whicn might be resulted in academic dispute,it 
constitute the dominant argument in the paper below.Its rational narration of 
the agument and interpretation in this part could be the foundation of the 
research significance.The reason why the new confucianism of 20 century,it turns 
out,could be progressive on the deep dialogue with western modern 
liberalism,dominantly because the scholars standed on a brandnew historic 
horizon,because they could reflect confucian cultural tradition more 
comprehensively,more deeply and more objectively.However,it could be 
interpreted that the scholars look for liberalism theory gene and cultural 
ingredient in traditional confucianism. 
On this basis,The author of this paper would get down to launch a dialogue 
research between liberalism which ought to be interpreted in the light political 
philosophy and modernity and the sixteen characters expounding via heart of 
Zhuxi. It can be concluded that the sixteen characters expounding via heart of 
Zhuxi，thus “the human heart is hazardous,the logos heart is virtuous,to be 
unitarian and be pluralism, to be middle sincerely”and the four logic root thus 
“individualist, egalitarian, universalist and meliorist” have great significance on 
political philosophy comparative research. 
In order to get a better comprehension,the author this paper would describe 
the problem basis of this paper with three answers to three questions 
below:firstly,if we can find liberalism thought which is on the political 
philosophy significance in Song dynasty Zhuxi philosophy if we say that it has 
been a commonplace that modern new confucianism was one of the three trends 
of thought of 20 century?Secondly,what can be the foundation if we want to 
interpret the sixteen characters expounding via heart of Zhuxi on the basis of 
modern liberalism while it mostly was interpreted in the frame of doctrine 
ancestry theory or mind and nature theory?Thirdly,what can be the theory 















expounding via heart of Zhuxi on the basis of modern liberalism? 
As for methodology,finding the origin of the theory , distinguish the 
conceptations in the specific proposition and comparative interpretation would 
be taken advantage of basically. 
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